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Natural-Laminar-Flow Airfoil Development
for a Lightweight Business Jet

Michimasa Fujino,¤ Yuichi Yoshizaki,† and Yuichi Kawamura‡

Honda R&D Americas, Inc., Greensboro, North Carolina 27409

A 15%% thick, natural-laminar-�ow airfoil, the SHM-1, has been designed to satisfy requirements derived from
the performance speci� cations for a lightweight business jet. The airfoil was tested in a low-speed wind tunnel to
evaluate its low-speed performance.A � ight test was alsoconducted to evaluatethe performanceof the airfoil at high
Reynolds numbers and high Mach numbers. In addition, a transonic wind-tunnel test was conducted to determine
the drag-divergence characteristics. The design requirements, methodology, and experimental veri� cation are
described.

Nomenclature
Cd = section pro� le drag coef� cient
Cl = section lift coef� cient
Cl max = section maximum lift coef� cient
Cm = section pitching moment coef� cient about

quarter-chord point
C p = pressure coef� cient
C p;sonic = critical pressure coef� cient
c = airfoil chord, m
M = Mach number
MDD = drag-divergenceMach number, Mach number

at which d.Cd/=dM D 0:1
n = ampli� cation factor for transition prediction
Re = Reynolds number based on freestream conditions

and airfoil chord
x = airfoil abscissa, m
xT = transition location, m
® = angle of attack relative to chord line, deg

Introduction

T HE business jet is becoming a common tool for business peo-
ple. In particular, the small business jet that is more ef� cient in

operation is expected to become more popular. To improve the ef-
� ciency of such aircraft, it is very important to reduce drag. The
natural-laminar-�ow (NLF) airfoil is considered to be one of the
key technologies to reduce drag and, thus, improves performance
signi� cantly.

Many NLF airfoils have been developedin the past. For example,
in the early 1940s, NACA developed the 6-series airfoils1 that have
appeal because of their low drag. For the 6-series airfoils, however,
the loss of laminar � ow due to leading-edge contamination some-
times causes a signi� cant reduction in the maximum lift coef� cient,
which creates a very dangerous situation during takeoff or landing.
This is a particularly undesirablecharacteristicfor business jets for
which safety is a prime concern.
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More recently,NASA hasdesignedseveraladvancedNLF airfoils
such as the NLF(1)-0215F airfoils2 and NLF(1)-0414F airfoils,3;4

etc. Although these airfoils achieve low drag, they are intended for
low-speed applications.They also exhibit large nose-down pitching
moments and low drag-divergence Mach numbers, which are not
suited to business-jet applications.

One example of an NLF airfoil suitable for business-jet appli-
cations is the NASA HSNLF(1)-0213 airfoil.4¡6 This airfoil has a
high drag-divergenceMach number and small nose-down pitching
moment. Its maximum lift coef� cient at low Reynolds numbers is,
however, relatively low. In addition, its 13% thickness limits the
volume of fuel that can be carried in the wing.

To maximize the aircraft performance, an NLF airfoil has been
designed to match exactly the requirements of the Honda jet. The
airfoil, the SHM-1, exhibits a high drag-divergenceMach number,
small nose-down pitching moment, and low drag for high cruise
ef� ciency. It not only achieves a high maximum lift coef� cient but
also exhibits the docile stall characteristics and insensitivity of the
maximum lift coef� cient to leading-edge contamination that are
crucialfor safety,which is extremelyimportantforbusinessjets.The
thicknessof the airfoil is 15% chordand, therefore, the requiredfuel
can be carried in the wing without increasing the wing area, which
would otherwise result in a drag increase.

Design
Requirements

HondaR&D is developinga lightweightbusinessjet.The goalsof
the Honda jet are to achieve a larger cabin, lower fuel consumption,
and higher speed than existing business jets. The maximum takeoff
weight of the aircraft is about 9000 lbf (4082 kg). The airfoil design
requirementsderived from the goals for the Honda jet are as follows.

1) Low section pro� le drag coef� cients are desired at Cl D 0:26
for Re D 11:7 £ 106 and M D 0:69 (a cruise condition) and at
Cl D 0:35 for Re D 13:6 £ 106 and M D 0:310 (a climb condition).
To provide some operationalmargin, the lower limit of the low-drag
range was set to Cl D 0:18. Thus, low pro� le drag is desired over
the range from Cl D 0:18 for Re D 11:7 £ 106 and M D 0:690 to
Cl D 0:35 for Re D 13:6 £ 106 and M D 0:310. For this application,
cruise performance is more important than climb performance, and
so more emphasis was placed on low drag at cruise conditions.

2) The section maximum lift coef� cient with no � ap de� ection
should be at least 1.6 for Re D 4:8 £ 106 and M D 0:134. The loss in
maximum lift coef� cient due to leading-edgecontaminationshould
be less than 7%. The stall characteristicsshould be docile.

3) The section pitching moment coef� cient should no more neg-
ative than ¡0.04 at Cl D 0:38 for Re D 7:93 £ 106 and M D 0:70
to minimize the trim-drag penalty at high altitude and high Mach
number cruise condition. In addition, the hinge moment coef� cient,
that is, aileron � oating tendency, should not be excessive.

4) The airfoil thickness must be 15% chord to ensure suf� cient
fuel volume to satisfy the range requirement.
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Fig. 1 SHM-1 airfoil shape and pressure distribution.

5) The drag-divergenceMach number should be higher than 0.70
at Cl D 0:38.

Methodology
The design was performed using the Eppler airfoil design

and analysis code.7;8 This method, which is based on conformal
mapping, allows each segment of the airfoil to be designed inde-
pendently for different conditions. For example, the upper surface
can be designed to maintain laminar � ow at the upper limit of the
low-drag range and the lower surface can be designed at the lower
limit of the low-drag range.The designairfoilwas then analyzedand
modi� ed to improve Cl max and high-speed characteristicsusing the
MCARF and MSES codes.9;10 The MCARF code contains a two-
dimensional,subsonic,panel method; viscous effects are accounted
for by altering the geometry of the airfoil to include the displace-
ment thickness obtained from the integral boundary-layermethod.
The MCARF code was used to evaluate a geometry modi� cation
to the airfoil and also for a transition-location study. The MSES
code contains an Euler method that solves a streamline-basedEuler
discretizationand a two-equation integral boundary-layerformula-
tion simultaneously using a full Newton method. The MSES code
was used to evaluate the high-speed characteristics of the airfoil,
including shock formation and drag divergence.

Features of the SHM-1 Airfoil
Figure 1 shows the shape of the SHM-1 airfoil and a represen-

tative pressure distribution. The pressure gradient along the upper
surface is favorableto about42% chord,followedby a concavepres-
sure recovery, which represents a compromise between maximum
lift, pitching moment, and drag divergence. The pressure gradient
along the lower surface is favorable to about 63% chord to reduce
drag. A steeper concave pressure recovery was used on the lower
surface.The leading-edgegeometrywas carefullydesignedto cause
transitionnear the leading edge at high angles of attack to minimize
the loss in maximum lift coef� cient due to roughness. The upper-
surface trailing-edgegeometry was designed to produce a steep ad-
verse pressure gradient that con� nes the movement of separation at
high angles of attack and produces a high maximum lift coef� cient
at the low-speed condition.11

It is a critical requirement for high-speed aircraft to reduce the
magnitude of the pitching moment coef� cient of the airfoil. To re-
duce the magnitude of the pitching moment coef� cient at cruise,
the upper-surfacegeometry was re� ned to inducea small separation
near the trailingedge.By the incorporationof this new trailing-edge
design, the magnitude of the pitching moment was greatly reduced.
The drag penalty caused by this separation is negligiblebecause the
separation is short and shallow.

Experimental Methodology
Low-Speed Wind-Tunnel Test

A low-speed wind-tunnel test was conducted in the Honda
5 £ 3:5 m low-speed wind tunnel to evaluate the low-speed charac-

teristics of the SHM-1 airfoil. A full-scale, two-dimensionalmodel
containing94 static-pressureori� ceson theupperand lowersurfaces
was used to measure the lift and pitching moment coef� cients. The
pro� le drag coef� cient was measured using a wake rake. The model
was tested with transition free and � xed to determine the loss in
maximumlift coef� cient and the stall characteristicsfor the leading-
edge-contaminatedcondition.To evaluate the effect of manufactur-
ing tolerances, the actual wing structure was also tested in the wind
tunnel (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Actual wing structure in Honda low-speed wind tunnel.

Fig. 3 T-33 aircraft modi� ed for NLF � ight test.

Fig. 4 NLF � ight-test instrumentation.
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Fig. 5 IR camera in T-33 cockpit.

Fig. 6 SHM-1 airfoil model in ONERA transonic wind tunnel.

Flight Test
To evaluate the performance of the SHM-1 airfoil at full-scale

Reynolds numbers and high Mach numbers, a � ight test was con-
ducted using a modi� ed T-33 aircraft (Fig. 3). The entire wing was
modi� ed by bonding polyurethane foam to the original metal wing
and then covering the foam with a � berglass skin. This glove incor-
porated 119 static-pressureori� ces on the upper and lower surfaces
at three spanwise stations(Fig. 4). A wake rake was mountedbehind
the wing trailing edge. An infrared (IR) camera was used to visual-
ize the laminar-to-turbulentboundary-layer transition (Fig. 5). The
effect of steps and surface roughness were also investigated.

Transonic Wind-Tunnel Test
To evaluate the high-speed characteristics of the SHM-1 air-

foil, a transonic wind-tunnel test was conducted in the ONERA
0:56 £ 0:78 two-dimensional, transonic wind tunnel (Fig. 6). The
Mach number was varied from 0.5 to 0.83 and the Reynoldsnumber
from 6 to 8 £ 106. The drag-divergence characteristics were mea-
sured and the shock-waveformationwas also investigatedusing the
color schlieren technique.

Results
Pressure Distributions

Figure 7 shows comparisons between two pressure distributions
measuredin � ightand the MSES predictions.The agreementis good

a) ® = 0.27 deg, Re = 13.6 ££ 106, and M = 0.62

b) ® = ¡¡0.38 deg, Re = 16.2 ££ 106, and M = 0.72

Fig. 7 Comparison of theoretical and experimental (� ight) pressure
distributions.

for both the subcritical and supercritical cases. The MSES code
captures accurately the shock location for the high Mach number
condition.

Transition Location
Figure 8 shows an image from the IR camera installed in the

T-33 aircraft. By the adjustment of the temperature range from the
cockpit, an image that clearly shows the transition location can
be obtained. The movement of transition with angle of attack or
due to contamination can be observed in real time, which is very
helpful for understanding the transition phenomena at various con-
ditions. Figure 9 shows the transition locations obtained using the
IR technique.The experimental resultsand the MCARF predictions
agree well. The Eppler code7;8 predicts earlier transition, whereas
the MSES code predicts later transition. The ampli� cation factor n
of 12 used in the MSES analysiswas selectedbasedon previouscor-
relations.A lower value of this factorwould improve the agreement.

Lift
Figure 10 shows the section lift curves obtained from the low-

speedwind-tunneltest for Re D 2:8 £ 106 , 4:8 £ 106, and 8:0 £ 106.
The measured maximum lift coef� cient is 1.66 for Re D 4:8 £ 106,
which is in good agreement with the predictionof the maximum lift
coef� cient by the Eppler code.7;8
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Fig. 8 In-� ight transition measurement using IR � ow-visualization technique.

Fig. 9 Comparison of theoretical and experimental (� ight) transition
locations.

Fig. 10 Comparison of theoretical and experimental (low-speed wind
tunnel) lift curves.

Fig. 11 Effect of Reynolds number on maximum lift coef� cient.

Figure 11 shows the effect of Reynolds number on the maximum
lift coef� cient. The effect on Cl max is larger than predicted by the
Eppler code.7;8 Also shown is the effect of leading-edge roughness
on the maximum lift coef� cient. A 0.3-mm-high trip strip was in-
stalled on the upper surface at 5% chord. The critical trip height
was determined using the IR � ow-visualizationtechnique.The loss
in maximum lift coef� cient is 5.6% compared to the transition-free
conditionfor Re D 4:8 £ 106 . The loss is less than that predicted by
the Eppler code. The design requirements for the maximum lift co-
ef� cient and the loss in maximumlift coef� cientdue to leading-edge
contamination were both satis� ed.

Drag
Figures 12 and 13 show section pro� le drag coef� cients obtained

from the � ight test. The conditions shown in Figs. 12a and 12b
are near a typical cruise condition. Note that the Reynolds num-
ber and Mach number of the � ight test were varied as indicated
in Fig. 12, but the theoretical prediction was for a representative
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a) Re = 11.5–16.7 ££ 106 and M = 0.62–0.64

b) Re = 12.3–16.4 ££ 106 and M = 0.66–0.67

Fig. 12 Comparison of theoretical and experimental (� ight) drag
polars.

Fig. 13 Comparison of theoretical and experimental (low-speed wind
tunnel) drag polars for Re = 10.3 ££ 106 and M = 0.27.

Reynolds number and Mach number. The measured drag coef� -
cients are slightly lower than those predicted by the Eppler7;8 and
MCARF codes. Note, however, that neither code accounts for wave
drag, which is estimated to contribute 4–5 counts at M D 0:63 or
about 7 counts at M D 0:67. The MSES code underpredicts the
drag, even though it includes the wave-drag contribution. This un-
derpredictionappears to be typical based on previouscorrelationsat
Honda R&D.

The conditions shown in Fig. 13 are near the climb condition.
The drag coef� cients obtained in the low-speedwind tunnel are 4–5
counts lower than those predicted by the Eppler code,7;8 which is
typical basedon previouscorrelations.The MCARF predictionsare
in good agreement with the test results, and again the MSES code
underestimatesthe drag, in spite of the lower ampli� cation factor of
nine selected based on previous correlations with wind-tunnel, not
� ight, data.

Pitching Moment
Figure 14 shows the section pitching moment coef� cients from

the � ight test and transonic wind-tunnel test. All of the codes over-
predict the pitching moment probably because they do not properly
account for the small separation on the upper surface at the trail-
ing edge. This separation was modeled by modifying the trailing-
edge geometry in the MSES analysis, and the pitching moments
then agreed better. This correlation demonstrates that the sepa-
ration caused by the steep pressure gradient at the trailing edge
alleviates the nose-down pitching moment. This is a feature of
the SHM-1 design. The constraint on the pitching moment was
satis� ed.

Effects of Steps and Surface Roughness
Figure 15 shows an example of the effect of a step on the drag

obtained from the � ight test. The 0.2-mm-high step located at 20%
chord on the upper surface causes a drag increase of about 3 counts
for Re < 13 £ 106 and M D 0:62. The drag increase is 10 times as

Fig. 14 Comparison of theoretical and experimental (� ight and tran-
sonic wind tunnel) pitching moment coef� cients.

Fig. 15 Effect of step on drag.
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Fig. 16 Effect of surface roughness on drag.

Fig. 17 Comparison of theoretical and experimental (transonic wind
tunnel)drag-divergence Mach numbers for Re = 8.0 ££ 106 with transi-
tion � xed.

great if the same step is located at 10% chord. This result demon-
strates that the chordwise location of the step is critical with respect
to drag. These data were used to determine the chord location and
step-height constraint for the upper-skin parting line for the wing
structural design.

Figure 16 shows the effect of surface roughness on the drag.
When the surface was sanded with number 600 paper, the drag
increased more than 17 counts compared to matte paint surface
for Re ¸ 14 £ 106; the drag increase diminished with decreasing
Reynolds number. When the surface sanded with number 600 paper
was polishedwith a wax, the drag decreased to the same level as the
matte paint surface.

Drag Divergence
Figure 17 shows the drag-divergence characteristics obtained

from the transonic wind-tunnel test. The measured drag-divergence
Mach numbers are predicted well by the MSES code. The de-
sign requirement that MDD be higher than 0.70 at Cl D 0:38 was
achieved.

Figure 18 shows an example of the shock-wave characteristicsof
the SHM-1 airfoil at high Mach numbers. The color schlieren tech-
nique shows the formation of the shock and the resulting boundary-
layer separation. Figure 18a shows a small shock that appears at
M D 0:71. Figure 18b shows the shock at M D 0:73, which is near
MDD. The stronger shock at M D 0:78 (Fig. 18c) induces separa-
tion, and an oscillating shock occurs at M D 0:80 (Fig. 18d), which
is considered the buffet limit for this airfoil.

a) Shock appearance M = 0.71

b) Drag-divergence Mach number M = 0.73

c) Shock-induced separation M = 0.78

d) Buffet limit M = 0.8

Fig. 18 Schlieren photographs, Re = 8 ££ 106 and ® = 0.5 deg.
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Conclusions
An NLF airfoil, the SHM-1, for a lightweight business jet was

developed. The airfoil exhibits a high maximum lift coef� cient,
low pro� le drag coef� cients at climb and cruise, and a small nose-
down pitching moment coef� cient at high speeds. In addition, the
stall characteristics are docile, and the loss in maximum lift coef-
� cient due to leading-edge contamination is small compared with
conventionalNLF airfoils. All of these characteristicsare very im-
portant for business-jetapplications.The cross-sectionalarea of the
airfoil is about 9% larger than that of the NACA 642-215 airfoil and
about 16% larger than that of the NASA HSNLF(1)-0213 airfoil;
thus, it is possible to carry the required fuel in the wing without
increasing the wing size. Therefore, the wing area is minimized
by using the SHM-1 airfoil. From extensive � ight and low-
speed and transonic wind-tunnel tests, the following results were
obtained.

1) Representativeperformance characteristicsare as follows.
a) Cl max D 1:66 for Re D 4:8 £ 106 and M D 0:134 (low-speed

wind tunnel).
b) loss in Cl max due to leading-edgecontamination is 5.6% for

Re D 4:8 £ 106 and M D 0:134 (low speed wind tunnel).
c) Cd D 0:0051at Cl D 0:26 for Re D 13:2 £ 106 and M D 0:66

(� ight test), and Cd D 0:0049 at Cl D 0:35 for Re D 10:3 £ 106 and
M D 0:27 (low-speed wind tunnel).

d) Cm D ¡0:030 at Cl D 0:20 for Re D 16:7 £ 106 and M D
0:64 (� ight test), and Cm D ¡0:025 at Cl D 0:40 for Re D 8:0 £ 106

and M D 0:70 (transonic wind tunnel).
e) MDD > 0:718 at Cl D 0:30 (transonic wind tunnel), and

MDD > 0:707 at Cl D 0:40 (transonic wind tunnel).
2) The drag increase due to a 0.2-mm-high step at 20% chord

is about 3 counts for Re · 13 £ 106 . The same step placed at 10%
chord produces a drag increase of more than 27 counts. The upper-
skin parting line and step-heightcriteria for theactualwing structure
were determined based on these results.

3) The prediction of the maximum lift coef� cient by the Eppler
code7;8 was in good agreement with the low-speed wind-tunnel re-
sults for Re ¸ 4:8 £ 106 . The pro� le drag coef� cients predicted by
the Eppler code are slightly higher than the experimental values.
The MSES code tends to underpredict the pro� le drag, but its pre-
diction of the drag-divergence Mach number agrees well with the
results obtained from the transonic wind-tunnel test. The pressure
distributions and shock locations at high speeds predicted by the
MSES code agreed well with the � ight-test results. The pitching
moment coef� cients also agreed well if trailing edge separationwas
modeled by a geometry modi� cation.

4) The in-� ight IR imaging technique to visualizeboundary-layer
transitionis a valuabletool. The movementof transitionwith respect
to angle of attack or due to contamination can be observed in real
time,which is very helpful for understandingthe transitionphenom-
ena at various conditions.
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